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injury found at destination, on the marketable fruits, and on
the comparative costs of packing each type of container. The
containers were tested in commercial truck and rail loads and
on a transit simulator, where the vibrations and shocks, tem-
perature, humidity and time were constant for all tests.

The principal types of injury found in actual and simulated
transit were pressure-bruising and box-rubbing. Less than 1
percent of the fruits were crushed. In the 1949 truck tests
little difference was found in pressure-bruising of fruits in lug
(loaded flat), field and wirebound (TAB) boxes. In the 1950-51
truck tests pressure-bruising averaged approximately the same
as that in 1949 for the field, wirebound (TAB) and nailed boxes.
There was a marked reduction in pressure-bruising of fruits in
lug boxes loaded on their sides. The least pressure-bruising
was found in the small spartan boxes.

Box-rubbing injury was more effectively reduced in truck
tests by heavy paper liners in bulk containers than by paper
wraps in lug boxes.

Losses from decay during transit and ripening were affected
more by temperature, handling practices and condition of the
fruit than by type of container. In some instances, however,
decay followed serious injuries, particularly if the skin of the
tomato was broken.

Data obtained from 16 packinghouses during 1950-51 indi-
cated the following tomato packing costs: lug boxes, 89.2
cents; wirebound (TAB) boxes, 96.5 cents; nailed boxes, 114.1
cents; field boxes, excluding container cost, 55.8 cents per con-
tainer (Table 4). The average cost of packing wirebound
(TAB) boxes is somewhat distorted, because fewer firms were
packing them than nailed boxes.

The costs of packing wirebound and nailed boxes were about
the same for houses packing equal volumes in these containers
(Table 5). The higher cost of packing an equivalent weight
of tomatoes in lug boxes over bulk containers, as shown in
Table 6, resulted from the higher cost of materials per pound
of tomatoes packed and the additional labor for wrapping and
place-packing each tomato. When materials costs were ex-
cluded, the cost of packing the same quantity of tomatoes in
60-pound field boxes was 71 percent as much as in lugs, and
in 60-pound nailed boxes 89 percent as much as in lugs.

Lidded and lined containers, such as the wirebound (TAB),
nailed, fiberboard and small spartan boxes, delivered fewer


